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EDITOR’S RANT
What a year it’s been, 2017.
The topic of real estate has risen even higher in public consciousness,
right alongside the prices for top licensed venues around the country.
While Singo, Dixon and Carnegie’s pub vehicle has largely cashed in its
chips, the incredible Merivale has actually increased its unprecedented
rate of acquisition, buying thriving going concerns and gutting them
in the pursuit of its signature overhaul, and diamonds in the rough in
which it will accomplish who knows what.
Queensland sensibly abandoned plans to introduce curfews in its
entertainment precincts, while Sydney looks for a way to turn around
the damage done by the most anti-business restrictions placed on
hospitality by a Liberal government, through the vortex of allowing
that government to save face and not be seen to be backing down on
previous assertions, however dubious.
On the political front, alcohol and gambling have taken a back seat to
the rise of the far right, as a contentious reality TV star is put in charge
of the world’s largest economy, Britons choose a dinghy over a leaky
ship, and Australia edges precipitously close to falling into the same
nationalistic paranoia. The man that was always going to be Prime
Minister disappoints the vast majority of those who had thought that
would be a good day, and after years of procrastination the nation
spends over a hundred million on an optional postal survey on the
rights of LGBTI citizens, only to have it pass into law largely without
fuss.
Despite the flood of gay marriages likely to take place in January, it
will be hard to see the next year painting too many pretty pictures of
cultural evolution. But so long as the age-old pastimes of sipping a
beverage or socialising in a public house remain in only the peripheral
vision of the keepers of the cotton wool, licensed venues will continue
to celebrate good times and bad with the good folk.
All the best to you and yours for the festive break and new year. We
look forward to sharing the news with you in 2018.
Clyde Mooney
Publishing Editor
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HONOUR ROLE

The New South Wales and Victorian Awards for
Excellence out of the Australian Hotels Association
heralds the best of the big hospitality states.
Around 800 nominees were flagged across a total
of 100 awards in the two states.
While there are many state-specific awards, some
categories appear in both line-ups. PubTIC spoke
with the winners from each state on these, to learn
what they did to top the podium.
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Best Pub Bar
Amongst all the awards, few get to the heart of hospitality like
the public bar.

“After a long renovation, trading for two years through the
work, it was exciting to see we haven’t lost the passion for
service,” offered Leach. “Our staff deserve high praise for their
commitment to the Erskineville community.”

Topping the Victorian honours list with seven nominations
and four awards, Sand Hill Road’s (SHR) Garden State Hotel
was the toast of the south. And director Matt Mullins says
the public bar is the start and the soul of every pub in their
collection.
“Every one of our pubs has got at least one what we call a
public bar, and it’s generally the heart of the hotel. There are
some basics you’ve got to tick off. In our minds that begins
with it being somewhere near the front door. It should be the
first and most impactful place in the joint. It’s the difference
between walking into a pub, versus walking into a bar or a
restaurant.
“Next, we work hard to make sure it’s the same person behind
the bar almost every day, and that they’re there long-term.
We will pretty much always have our best staff behind that
public bar – someone that knows how to greet people, smile
at them, genuinely welcome them, and genuinely talk to them
about their day, their experience, what they need, and what
they can do for them.
“The other thing we do is to make the room always feel very
accessible. We make a conscious effort to make sure the
furniture, the lights, the décor, the bar itself, that they’re not
too ‘wanky’ – not too clever. The room should always feel
welcoming and warm and lived-in.
“We just do the things we do as well as we can do them,
and it’s a wonderful surprise if that happens to align with an
award!”
In Sydney, the Award was taken out by NSW and National
President Scott Leach’s beautiful Rose of Australia, in innerwest Erskineville, which is still building trade following an
expansive makeover and new areas within the pub.
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AHA NSW and National President, Scott Leach
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Best Casual Dining –
Regional
Kelly’s Motor Club Hotel in Cranbourne was another big
winner at the Victorian awards, including one of the most
relevant to regional pubs. Owner Paul Stocks says there is
barely a question to what earned them the dining award.
“The short answer: staff! The Casual Dining Award was
won by the staff. The kitchen prepares great food, which is
delivered by enthusiastic employees. The judges commented
on how friendly and approachable the staff were.”
Des Kennedy, owner of Mudgee’s Oriental Hotel concurs, but
adds “and bloody hard work”.
“You can’t be there all the time, so you’ve got to have
dedicated staff.”
The Oriental serves up to 3,000 meals each week, around
two-thirds of them to tourists, and Kennedy has come to rely
on his kitchen team, which counts two chefs that have been
with him over 20 years each, and three sponsored chefs on
187-visas, two from Bangladesh and one from Korea.
In light of increased competition including a hatted restaurant
in the town, which is central to a lush, produce-driven region,
Kennedy has ensured the kitchen is going beyond serving topquality local meat and veges.
“The secret when you start doing big volumes is making sure
it’s consistent. Consistency is the thing.
“Changing your menu a bit, I think a bit of variety in your
menu is good, and the service has got to be good … all the
general stuff, clean and tidy. But I think consistency matters
when you’ve got chefs working for you. If you go one week
and you go the next week and you order the same meal, it’s
got to be the same.”

Best Gaming Venue
Victoria’s laws allowing up to 105 EGMs in both hotels and
clubs have given rise to multiple gaming award categories.
This year the prize for Best Gaming Venue with 50 machines
or less – Metropolitan – went to the Racecourse Hotel, in
Malvern East.
Owner Matthew Nikakis offered some golden rules on keeping
the venue on-point.
1.

Customer service is number one

2.

Constantly updating new product

3.

Clean and inviting room

4.

Air-conditioning system that can hold temperature no
matter what the outside conditions

To the north, the comparable accolade went to a stalwart
name of gaming venues, Redcape Hotel Group, for the Red
Lantern, in Bankstown. Redcape’s Bianca Vlasic reports they
were very pleased to receive both this, and significantly the
award for an up-and-coming hospitality professional, given
to Nicholas Powers, who joined the group just four years’ ago
and has already risen to the position of venue manager at tapgamer the Keighery Hotel.
“We offer our customers a high-quality entertainment
experience,” says Vlasic. “Having six finalists and ultimately
taking out the Best Gaming Venue category is a result of
our passion and commitment to excellence in customer
experience.
“The Industry Rising Star award in our minds was the very
best award we could win. It is both a testament to Nicholas’
unwavering passion and care for the experience of every one
of his staff and customers, and to Redcape’s commitment
to the development of our people into leadership positions;
showcasing our ability to provide strong career prospects for
those who are passionate about learning and are driven to
succeed.”
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Best Sports Bar
Another specialist category in a tough field, the award for the
best sports bar in Victoria also went to the Nikakis family, for
their Rosstown Hotel in Carnegie.

“We did a big review earlier in the year of the operational
side. We went on a real recruiting phase for the right type of
people, brought in some specialist food managers, and looked
at our booking system, how we booked and how we turn over
tables. We’ve seen a good 28 per cent increase in food, doing
seven to eight-thousand covers per week.”

Matthew Nikakis says there are some keys differences between
this and the gaming room.
“Again number one is customer service, but followed by
excellent vision and audio with knowledgeable staff; an
environment where a customer would like to come to watch
live sport and racing, or see a band.”

Best Pub-Style
Accommodation

This thinking follows through to the NSW equivalent, issued
to the Malouf family’s still-new Gregory Hills Hotel, which
was a big winner last year in its debut. The big Hotel’s sports
bar offers “the right feel” according to publican John Payne,
while boasting multiple big screens and all the mod-cons, and
access to all the Hotel’s facilities.

The Victorian instalment of this award went to the muchdeserving Glenferrie Hotel, Hawthorn, which has been a
finalist the past four years in the former category of general
accommodation, competing with the likes of 5-star hotels.
This year saw the pub-style category introduced, which
general manager Drayson Bushelle believes was more their
style.

“Staffing is very important for our sport bar,” says Payne. “It’s
got to be the right staff, who can connect with punters, so
we’ve been very picky on who we roster in there. We think
we’ve got the mix just perfect, at the moment.”

“It did speak more to what we do,” he suggests. “The
accommodation is something we have really focused on.
We’re very customer-focused, and very proud of what we
have to offer. Persistence finally paid off.”

While the TAB reports show plays in the sports room are
paying off, Payne and the team felt it was time to step back
and take a good look at the pub, less than two years’ old.
This has produced weekly meetings, some capital works, a
greening-up of the exterior and work on the staff.

In NSW this award was granted to the Seabreeze Hotel,
in idyllic Nelson Bay – home of the dolphin-watching
tours. The pub has undergone a significant overhaul to its
accommodation, which reopened at the end of 2016. Deanna
Marvan says the difference was fundamental to their success.

Best Sports Bar – Metropolitan, the Rosstown Hotel
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HONOUR ROLE
“The change from how it used to be compared to today … the
professionalism of staff at reception, cleanliness of rooms. It’s
been a big change. We were ‘pub-style’, now we’re more like
boutique.”

“This has been an area of our business we have really worked
hard on,” says Flower. “When I bought the Hotel two years’
ago we had no sponsorship and no community ties, so to go
on and receive this accolade from such a low base has really
been rewarding and a huge effort from the whole team.”

Heart Of The Community
Dean Belle’s Delatite Hotel in Mansfield saw the trophy for
Heart of the Community for its work with everything from the
Arts Council of Mansfield to offering balcony viewing of the
Porsche Targa races.

Alistair Flower

Best Group Operator
Heart of Community, the Delatite Hotel

Settlers Inn at Port Macquarie has risen from distressed to local
hero under the guidance of Alistair Flower, who this year also
won the personal award of Individual Hotel Operator. He also
recently raised over $30,000 in the Hastings region’s annual
Raising Money & Dancing for Cancer program, which earned
him the gong for Best Fundraising and People’s Choice.

The winner of this category in Victoria for 2017 was Pegasus
Leisure Group, having just missed out in a string of lesser
categories for which is was nominated. Unlike any entity in
NSW, Pegasus is a part of the Melbourne Racing Club (MRC),
and operates nine hotels, four Clubs and three race courses,
making it the largest racing operator in Australia, and the
third-largest gaming operator in Victoria.
This year the group was joined by Kate O’Sullivan as CEO,
coming from nearly two decades working within Tabcorp,

Pegasus Leisure Group
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managing Tabaret and Keno at a national level. O’Sullivan cites
Pegasus will “become quite a force” in the future, and were
very happy with this year’s acknowledgement.
“We were thrilled, actually. It’s always lovely to win such an
egalitarian award, which can be rewarded across the whole
group.
“Pegasus is a fully-owned subsidiary, but it’s a very large. It’s
a good trend seeing them going from a Club operation to
being able to expand their technical expertise across the hotel
portfolio. It is an incredibly interesting organisation.”
The NSW counterpart in Best Group went to the progressive
and expansive Solotel, thriving under the foodservice
partnership with chef Matt Moran. COO Justine Baker flagged
more upcoming venues for the portfolio, and offered a nod to
the role of their expansive staff in the quest.
“We are extremely grateful and proud of our wins at the AHA
Awards across various venues, and we’re particularly proud of
the win for Group Operator of the Year 2017.
“We are growing across all areas of our business every day,
and by the end of this year we will have opened a further
two venues within the portfolio. However, none of this is
possible without our people; they are the heart and soul of
our businesses.
“And to be recognised as a group is of the utmost importance
to us in every aspect … to move forwards, diversify and grow.”

Bush Pub of the Year
Like many of the major winners, the aforementioned Kelly’s
Motor Club was nominated and praised in several categories.
In this regard it came as no surprise when the team took a
bow for the best regional pub.

Silverton Hotel’s Patsy and Peter Price

“The Overall was because we scored well in the other
categories,” offers owner Paul Stokes. “We were finalists in:
Best Burger, in which the chef went a bit left field with his
Brisket Burger; Best Presented Beer – we spend a lot of time
training staff and ensuring we dispense a premium product;
Best Gaming – we specifically designed our room to be more
female-friendly, with more light and improved privacy; Heart
of the Community – we support all of the local primary
schools, sporting clubs and charities; and Best Marketed.
“We posted the wins on Facebook, and had thousands of
views, hundreds of likes and scores of people congratulating
the pub and the staff. People were actually congratulating staff
members in the street!”
In NSW, the country pub award went to the Silverton Hotel,
owned by Patsy and Peter Price. The pub which is nearly
1200 kilometres due west of Sydney but only 20 kilometres
to the border with South Australia, touts itself as the unofficial
gateway to the “sights, sounds and wonders of the incredible
Outback”.

Hotel of the Year –
Metropolitan
This award is reserved for the pubs that exemplify the essence
of good hospitality. The Victorian judges noted looking for “an
emphasis on investment in staff training and infrastructure”
across all nominees, and clutching Garden State’s swag of
trophies, Matt Mullins admits those things are Sand Hill Road’s
mind too.
Tim Ockleshaw (CUB), Kelly’s Motor Club owners Lee
Stocks & Paul Stocks

“For us it’s about finding the right people, but thinking even
the best people in Australia can be better.
December 2017 PubTIC | 11
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“We identified a couple of really important areas for us. The
things we’ve learned from travelling around Australia, but also
the world, put us in a couple of really strong directions. One of
the key parts is staff and training.
“I’m so proud of what we do and what the industry does, and
the way we take care of and look after people. And we’ve been
doing that for 200 years in this country. We fucking love this
industry.”
Unsurprisingly, Hotel of the Year for Sydney was also a multiaward winner, and a brand new greenfield sight to boot.
Chris Feros spent well over ten million dollars designing and

building a pub for the south that was not only everything a
great pub should be, but a solution to previous problems.
“We went out and looked at a lot of different offers around
the world,” explains Feros. “At the same time, we looked at our
current pubs: what we had to work with, and what we didn’t
like about our pubs. Addressing the negatives.
“The Prince has just got so much to offer, from the beer
garden, to the sports bar, to the kids’ room. In summarising, it’s
the all-over offer of the venue.
“I’m so proud. But the real pleasure is seeing people enjoy
what we’ve created.”

Matt Mullins

Chris Feros at The Prince
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Red-Blooded
Vegetarian
As a taste for vegetarian and vegan dishes grows beyond the
ever-growing portion of the population, its appeal on menus
speaks to both sides of the table. Move over chicken schnitty,
the new craze in pub food is the falafel. By Kylie Kennedy
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Okay, those little chickpea and herb balls maybe not have
taken over the mainstream foodie scene just yet, but there is
a definite shift in the way people are eating and its vegies for
the win.
Recent Roy Morgan data found that, “Between 2012 and 2016,
the number of Australian adults whose diet is all or almost all
vegetarian has risen from 1.7 million people (or 9.7% of the
population) to almost 2.1 million (11.2 per cent). In NSW alone
there has been a 30 per cent growth in vegetarian/vegan diets.
“Sometimes it is about the planet, sometimes it’s about
their own health, sometimes you just need a good feed of
vegies after going hard on the beer!” laughs Fred Whitlock,
owner of the Green Man’s Arms, a pub nestled in the heart of
Melbourne’s city.
As you may have already guessed, the Green Man’s Arms only
serves vegetarian/vegan dishes. Whitlock’s family eat very little
meat at home, with a vegan daughter and vegetarian son, and
Whitlock sees the Green Man’s Arms as an extension of his
house.
“I really got sick of serving chicken parmigiana,” adds Whitlock,
having already owned a couple of pubs prior. “That’s what I
found so hard at Yarra Glen because we were a one pub town,
we had to be everything to everyone, but in the inner city or
in a place with lots of pubs, work out who you are, who your
crowd is, if that is your crowd, cater to them. But it may not be
your crowd so don’t waste your money, your time.”
Whitlock explains a lot more labour goes into preparing good
vegetarian food, “The costs of goods is lower but the labour
costs are high – there is lots of cutting, trimming, braising, lots
and lots of processes compared to a meat protein.”
Since opening in September, the Green Man’s Arms has
enjoyed a roaring trade, and is even surprising sceptical steak
eaters, “It’s usually because they have been brought under
sufferance from their wife, girlfriend or best mate, they get
here and ‘say, wow that was really tasty.’”

Green Man’s Arm’s Alison Whyte and Fred Whitlock

Carlton’s Green Man’s Arms

Led by Israeli head chef David Raziel, the house-made falafels
are creating quite the stir, apparently made to a legendary
Jerusalem recipe. “People are going mad for falafel in
Melbourne at the moment,” laughs Whitlock.
Another dish that is proving popular with their patrons is a
warm purple salad with pickled beets and red cabbage served
on labne (a homemade yogurt cheese), with a house-baked
bagel on the side, as well as the Yemeni lahuh bread, which is
a flat bread done in a pan, almost like a crumpet, but served
like a soft taco stuffed full of vegetables, falafel and good
sauces. The Green Man’s Arms offers Kombucha on tap (a
fermented beverage) and the wine list is completely vegan
(meaning no fish scales are used in the filtration process).
“At this stage people are loving it, we are packing out,” says
Whitlock. “I am really enjoying this pub, it’s going back to what
we like to do.” The Green Man’s Arm’s early success took them
all by surprise, “In the first few weeks we got a bit too busy too
quick. We had to try and slow it down and reduce our service
hours to allow us to catch up while we built extra people into
the team,” says Whitlock.

Green Man’s Arms Labne purple salad
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For publicans considering adding some vegetarian alternatives
to their menus, Whitlock advises, “Treat vegies like a main
produce, treat them with respect, keep ingredients really fresh,
cook them well, with care.”
Whitlock acknowledges vegetarian fare is a growing niche,
with many really good operators around the inner city putting
a lot of vegetarian/vegan options on their classic menus. Good
vegetarian restaurants in Melbourne are already at capacity,
“We are just another option,” says Whitlock.

flavours are almost the same as what they normally eat, even
the meat, so it’s quite shocking to them that it is plant-based.
You aren’t missing out on any flavour.”
Baumann is passionate about vegan cuisine.

Fred Whitlock & chef David Raziel

The Green Lion
The Red Lion Hotel in Rozelle, Sydney has had a dedicated
vegan bistro since 2016 named the Green Lion. It is proud to
be Australia’s first plant-based pub bistro. Sydney also happens
to be the vegan capital with the greatest proportion of
residents who eat little or no meat (14.4 per cent), according
to Ray Morgan findings.
“We are very busy,” says co-founder Bhavani Baumann. “We
have been open a year and I feel like the momentum is still
gaining. From the day we opened we got flooded, it was
something vegans really wanted, but we’ve worked really hard
to keep the quality up and we’ve managed to keep people
interested and grow it.
“I have people all over Australia begging us to open in their
city all the time.”
While initially the Green Lion’s menu looks to be offering the
usual pub tucker, on closer inspection the Aussie beef burger
with the lot actually includes a beefless patty. The founders
of the Green Lion aimed to keep the normal pub fare, but
in vegan style “… great and tasty comfort food can be made
without animal products,” said Baumann. “For meat eaters, the
16 | December 2017 PubTIC

“Vegan is not just kale and carrots ... it’s changing the
perception of what sort of food is out there,” he adds. “The
vegan food market is booming. There are a lot of non-vegans
opening vegan businesses because of the business potential.”

TRADE FEATURE
Meat Alternatives For Menus
Chickpeas

Mash up chickpeas with other herbs and combine into small
balls, ready for frying and voila! Falafels. Chickpeas are a
legume and have lots of health benefits, being high in fibre
and a good source of protein. Chickpeas can be pureed to
add to hummus dip, mashed into a patty to make a burger or
roasted to be added into a salad.

Mushrooms
So versatile, mushrooms add a
hearty texture to a meal. Added
bonus is they are full of nutrients.
They work wonderfully in pastas,
vegetarian strews or casseroles,
accompanied with rice, in a
stir-fry, sautéed on toast, or
when whole, can be stuffed with
ingredients and baked.

Lentils

Eggplant
Eggplant is rich in fibre,
good for the heart, and can
be steamed, boiled, roasted,
baked and fried. Eggplant
and pizza go together so
well, it can also be made into
a stew, a vegetarian lasagne, sliced and baked to make fries,
and is a great filler in pita breads or wraps.

Tofu
A good source of protein and
packed with all eight essential
amino acids, tofu is also rich in
iron and compliments most dishes.
Used in many Asian inspired
dishes, tofu is used in soups, stirfries, curries, with noodles, and
rice. Perhaps its most standout moment is in a laksa.

Haloumi
Grill haloumi cheese for a tasty meal, as it is dense and does
not melt. Great in salads, pastas, sandwiches, as a pizza topper,
in burgers, used as a kebab, or even stuffed and baked in
capsicum, haloumi is a favourite for many.

Lentils are legumes, high in fibre and iron and made in salads,
soups, curries, and stews.

Sweet Potato
Sweet potato is a non-starchy
carb, is a great source of
vitamin A, with more vitamin
C than normal white potatoes.
You can roast it, bake it, put it
in a curry, a stew or a pasta,
make a salad out of it, use it
in a shepherd’s pie, in vegie
burgers, or simply cut into wedges to be baked into tasty
crispy fries.

QUORN
The well-known meat
substitute for vegetarians,
Quorn is used in pastas, in pies
and stews and is sold frozen.
Quorn is sold in mince form,
in sausages and in pieces,
with a vegan range available.
Quorn is generally quicker to
cook than animal proteins. Quorn is praised to be much more
environmentally friendly than meat production.
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Reviving
George IV
Conquering floods, pestilence and wandering spirits,
the historic George IV is destined for future greatness.
Clyde Mooney reports
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On 5 June 2016, torrential rain saw the typically subdued
trickle that is Stonequarry Creek rise several metres, breaking
its steep banks and swamping the town of Picton.
Beside the creek in the valley is the historic George IV Hotel,
built in 1835, making it one of Australia’s oldest pubs. The
floodwaters enveloped the old sandstone structure – not for
the first time – filling the cellar and destroying all electrics.
A battle ensued between the owner and his insurance
company, and while the rest of the town dried itself off and
got back to life, the George properly closed its doors for the
first time in over 180 years.
Ross Robinson and Adam Cryer have been business partners
for years. Back in 2007 they launched a training company on a
shoestring budget, offering Cert II diplomas in retail, logistics,
sales and customer service. They built it into the largest
privately-owned college of its type in Australia, before selling
to an ASX-listed company in 2014 for a ‘too-good-to-refuse’
offer.

reopened, and get the taps turning over some cashflow again.
The main Hotel, built in sandstone, is classic Georgian
architecture, while subsequent additions are more Victorian
and some of the interior distinctly Art Deco, notably the
pressed metal ceilings in several rooms. Council initially
showed concern that the integrity of the building’s evolution
may be compromised.
“We love the eclectic mix of periods,” says Robinson. “We
bought it for this. We don’t want to change it, we want to
enhance it and showcase the history, so anything newly built
was sympathetic to what it was before, but it’s just newer,
cleaner, safer.”
Not wanting to lose any of the Hotel’s former charm, nor
alienate the locals, much was done to begin with what was
there before, and build on the community offering. This
involved removing, drying and reinstalling every wooden
floorboard and panel, so it would look the same.
Former publicans Brett and Peta Cohen were reinstalled

Still holding fingers in various pies, they wanted a capital asset
to offset some other ventures. British-born Robinson already
owned Zinc Bar in Cronulla, and had long yearned to get
into pubs. This lead-in has resulted in plans for the Real Pub
Group – furthering their mantra at their Real Institute training
company of “doing things that are real, and authentic”.
After looking around, their gaze settled on the soggy George,
with its age and history and all-round authenticity. Sensing an
aligning of cosmic opportunity, they found their way to the
distressed sale.
“The banks were originally going to lend us against the pub,
gave us a verbal approval, then an hour before the auction
actually rang us up and told us the risk assessor had said no
as it wasn’t a going concern. We pretty much had to make a
decision, so we bankrolled the whole thing ourselves,” explains
Robinson.
Behind the eight-ball from the beginning, they formulated a
plan to not just revive the old landmark, but to capitalise on
its significance. The first step was obviously to get the doors
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and board meetings.
But today, the George is still an old-style drinkers’ pub, visually
reinforced by the microbrewery set-up behind the bar, the
pub reputedly the second in NSW to brew its own ales, and
emblematic of what an old pub should be.
“We don’t want to lose that. I guess we just want to open up to
families, where they can almost come in a different entrance
and perhaps have a nice bistro meal while the kids play,
overlooking the creek.

as licensee. Live music has been reintroduced Friday and
Saturday night, and Sundays offer a family-fun day and
acoustic performers.
The next stage will bring a full commercial kitchen and dining
options, a craft beer bar at the rear of the pub, and a kidfriendly area parents can oversee while they dine.
Stage three will revive the function hall, behind the pub, which
is in fact the oldest structure in Picton. The plan is to cater to
weddings and events, the space licensed for up to 120 people.
Between the function hall and the pub is the former stables,
which will become a servery and second kitchen.
The move into functions and corporate events is very
deliberate for Robinson and Cryer, capitalising on their
background and knowledge of this market. Further to this,
there will be a room in the pub for the likes of wine tastings
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“We’ve got much more of a story to tell about it over stage
two, and we’re going to try to showcase a lot more when we
renovate it. The story of the pub, the builders, the owners –
there have been some interesting owners over the years – as
well as the story of the time and the era in Australia.”
The restoration to date has proven a bigger job than expected,
but already unearthed all manner of historic riches, such as
boxes of photos, and pristine condition newspapers from
WWII, and a vintage solid steel KB can found holding up
part of the roof. Although only the rear required it, the entire
roof was replaced for consistency, and the beer can will join
George IV coins on loan from a local collector, and replica
muskets of the period in displays on the premises, adding to
the wealth of collected material by historians.

MAJOR FEATURE
to his consultancy business after leaving the kitchens of many
big-name Sydney pubs.
“It’s not going to be fancy,” professes Metcalfe. “Just good
old-fashioned pub food done well, with a nice environment.
There’s lots of boozer pubs around there, but not many familyfriendly and comfortable, and they struggle to find somewhere
nice.”

Some items will appear behind glass in the old dining
room, which is slated to become a multi-function space
for 20-25 people attending anything from board meetings
to a degustation. Other recovered items have already been
integrated, such as the recycled timber used in the TAB area.
The major works in later stages will include the big sandstone
function hall, which begs extensive stonemasonry to rectify
decades of neglect. It may acquire a complementary lean-to
type extension to expand capacity.
There will be a large wrap-around deck reaching toward the
creek, encompassing multiple areas to facilitate the kids’ zone
and possible petting zoo, and expanding on seating for dining.
Directly behind the pub is a restored beer garden area, with
A-frames supporting a vine nearly as old as the premises.
This area leads to the carpark, which has now been
asphalted, and slatted screens installed beside the courtyard
so accommodation guests can reach the amenities with
some privacy. The pub’s heritage status precludes retrofitting
ensuites to the rooms. The shortage of accommodation
nearby may inspire some ‘glamping’ areas at the back for
additional guests.

“We hope the specials are a way of getting the locals to come
in, with a different special every night, so they can potentially
get a lot more variety,” furthers Robinson. “James has been
really good to come on board as a partner in the food. He’s a
great asset.”
The permanent menu will have dishes such as slow-cooked
lamb shoulder for four and other influences of the period,
which the team believe will have great market appeal for the
heritage pub.
“In Georgian times they started celebrating farm to plate and
using herbs from the garden, and they discovered things like
cinnamon and clove and aromatic spices from around the
world,” relates Metcalfe.
“I’m really excited to be part of the project. It’s such a beautiful
old pub and got such huge potential. It’s busy now and its
semi-broken. When it’s all done it will be incredible.”

Real Future
Knowing the challenges of finding suitable venues for
business training incorporated with team-building activities,
Robinson and Cryer will partner with local businesses offering
quad-bikes, go-carts, abseiling and sky-diving for corporate
packages. Picton is far enough to feel like a retreat, but really
only an hour from the Sydney CBD.
The area itself is also seeing steady growth; 20,000 new
homes expected in the next 15 years. The heralded Badgery’s
Creek airport will be 20 minutes away.
And like it needed more attractions, the George IV is said to be
THE most haunted pub in Australia. Another item on the list of
selling points to promote.
“A few of the decisions we made, we said ‘yes, that’s more than
we want to spend’ … but we’re investing significantly into it.
We want this to be an amazing pub.”

After dreams of reviving the former kitchen were shattered
the decision was made to open without, and a food truck
purchased as a stop-gap. Originally offering four or five good
dishes, the temporary arrangement has expanded into nightly
specials to give locals more choice, with plans for weekend
pop-up themed menus to further expand the concept.
Despite an eagerness to dine out, many locals are forced
to drive some distance for an up-scale meal, and Robinson
and Cryer see space for a more sophisticated offering to
complement the bar tucker. The menus and new kitchen are
being steered by acclaimed chef James Metcalfe, now devoted
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GREATEST CLICKS

Merivale buys in bulk
After a big year of real estate transactions, Justin Hemmes’
Merivale was out to end it with a bang. In October the group
purchased Riversdale’s Vic on the Park in Marrickville for
$22m. Singleton, Dixon and Carnegie’s pub vehicle had been
selling down, this sale leaving them with just three assets, two
of them in Brisbane. Conversely, it was the third inner-west
Sydney venue for the expanding Merivale, and followed its
$21m purchase of The Collaroy the month before.
Simultaneously with the Vic announcement came that which
brought Bondi’s Royal Hotel to market for the first time in 40
years, as the Moulding family sought to capitalise on the hot
market and quest for beachfront commercial property. The
Federation pub has history, seeing the founding meeting of
the Bondi Surf Bathers Life Saving Club in 1907, and in 1966
hosting a scene from the Australian cinema classic, They’re A
Weird Mob.
Less than a month later it emerged Hemmes had swung
the chequebook again, believed to have paid $30m for the
undercooked pub, based largely on opportunity.
And as if that wasn’t enough, just two weeks later came news
that the Medich family’s Halcyon Hotels vehicle had exited
pubs with sale to Merivale of the Hotel Centennial on Oxford
Street, Woollahra, for $14m. Significantly, the Centennial makes
the Merivale cut without the group’s signature makeover,
and soon announced operations had begun under the new
banner.

has floor area of 480sqm, including a public bar, performance
area for live music, and two levels of residential apartments.
Universal patriarchs the Kospetas family cited intentions to
reinvigorate the business with a focus on entertainment,
incorporating food and a “hipster dive-bar concept”, and
reclaiming the upper levels.
Just a week later, Pelathon listed its newly renovated fourlevel Oxford Hotel – the crown of Taylor Square. The move
followed the Hotel’s steady suffering at the hands of the
lockout restrictions, and Pelathon’s recent focus on its far
north Queensland investments. The group had owned the
1909 pub for seven years, divesting the freehold two years’
earlier.
Consolidating its existing two off-Taylor Square pubs,
Universal signed on the line for the Oxford. The group believes
the late-night strip is at the dawn of a reinvention, and plans
to deck each pub with décor and amenities to suit its targeted
demographic. The Oxford is set to become the darling of the
strip again, with plans to restore its reputation as an LBGTI
icon.
“With the ‘Yes’ vote and everything I think there’s a bit of
energy in that scene,” says Harris Kospetas. “Also, it’s the 40th
anniversary of Mardi Gras next year. Exciting times. Hopefully
we can be part of the evolution of Oxford Street.”

Universal takes the trifecta
Further down Oxford Street, Universal Hotels were making
their stamp. Following the group’s acquisition of Kinselas only
months earlier, it backed up the investment with purchase
of the leasehold operation of the Brighton Hotel, just a block
along Oxford Street.
Occupying a small 127sqm lot, the four-level brick structure
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GREATEST CLICKS
Gerner partners for
development of the Conti

Laundy and Short unveil
Mona Vale’s Park House

In October, hotelier Julian Gerner offered up the freehold
and development opportunity of Sorrento’s magnificent
Continental Hotel – the only four-storey limestone building in
the southern hemisphere.

The Short-Laundy collaboration has reopened the Mona Vale
Hotel as Park House – stage one of its $12 million renovation
unveiled late October.

Gerner purchased the historic hotel from long-time owners
the Di Pietro family in 2015, as well as some adjacent
land, securing approvals for a broad-scale residential and
commercial development through his company, 6-Degrees.
A month later came the announcement of a partnership
between Gerner and expanding developer Steller for the $35
million restoration and expansion of the legendary Conti.
Steller has built a $4bn portfolio focused largely on apartment
developments, with diversification in the past few years into
retail property and retirement. Managing director Nicholas
Smedley looked at the asset back in 2015, but Gerner won the
race. He jumped at the chance when it came back to market.
But rather than have Gerner as just a lessee, a deal has been
struck to keep him an equity partner with an active interest in
the revived property’s success.
“It’s been a dream come true for me that we’ve been able to
see the project through,” says Gerner. “That was always the
want and the hope, but these are big numbers we’re talking
about and just little old me.”
The 1875 Hotel has 3,500sqm of floorspace, facing north
overlooking Port Philip Bay. Non-original additions will be
removed or rectified, and a new hotel wing and services
building will be constructed at the rear. The additional land
will see construction of a three-storey luxury residential
building, with parking and wellness facilities.
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Fraser Short and Arthur Laundy bought the big suburban pub
at the north end of Sydney’s northern beaches back in 2014
from Peter Beaumont, as part of a $50m package deal, along
with Northies at Cronulla.
Located opposite Village Park on Barrenjoey Road at the
start of its journey to Palm Beach, the Hotel was built in 1925
as the Old Rex Motel, and has been well patronised by the
community for generations, changing moniker to the Mona
Vale during the 1980s.
The affluent northern beaches demographic had largely
outgrown the pub’s incarnation of recent years, and Short
relayed visions of a full makeover at the time of purchase.
Since that time concerted community engagement has
sought understanding of the area, with two years spent on the
design.
Stage one, Park House Food Merchants is now open – a
180pax warehouse-style family restaurant and spacious
courtyard, with whitewashed brick and timber walls. On the
menu are on-trend dishes, reflecting Mexican, Mediterranean,
the Middle East and vegetarian.
Subsequent stages will include the Parkside Truck Stop due
early 2018, and the craft beer-focused locals’ bar Front Yard
Brews & Burgers, slated for opening before Christmas.
“It’s not a ground-breaking concept,” Short told PubTIC, “but I
think it’s really fitting for the area and the demographic we’re
pitching to, and really fitting for the type of space.”

GREATEST CLICKS
Moelis pumps Redcape
ahead of launch
Closely following Moelis’ $677 million acquisition of Redcape
Hotel Group (RHG) from New York private equity funds
Värde Partners and York Capital Management, came the
announcement of nearly $100 million in acquisitions into the
portfolio ahead of a big capital raising and its potential relisting.

The ASX announcement (15 November) on the buys by
Moelis (MOE) heralded raising up to $60 million in new equity
for RHG, with priority given to existing investors and Moelis
kicking in at least ten per cent.
Speculation is that once sufficiently fattened, RHG may again
go to market in some form. It now holds 27 hotels across NSW
and Queensland, with combined value circa $800 million.

Whirly bird is the word
Former Keystone foundations Ant Prior and Simon Barbato
have teamed up to launch Whirly Bird, in the former Oscars
Hotel at Pyrmont.
Pitched as a sultry lit and eclectic space with casual elegance,
Whirly Bird specialises in “fine poultry and liquor” courtesy of
signature dishes and a diverse bar selection.
The hotel has been stylishly split into multiple spaces, with
the bar, lounge and outdoor areas offsetting spacious dining
spaces and an intimate 12-seat private room.
The menu ranges from small plates and snacks to larger
dishes, with an emphasis on sharing, such as signature
rotisserie spit birds and buttermilk-fried chicken, paired with
chilli & honey caramel sauce or the Whirly Bird’s own smoky
BBQ sauce. There are choices such as ‘salt n pepper silken
tofu’ for the vegetarians.

RHG already operated top gaming pub the Cabramatta Inn,
and executed a $45 million purchase of the freehold from the
Bowden family. The Cabramatta Inn is a former Top5 gaming
pub, currently at #7 and prime for a makeover.
Moelis’ property strengths and RHG’s growing rent covenant
on the lease mean re-stapling the freehold and lease will
provide significant benefit and arbitrage on the asset, plus the
uplift that will come from the renovation.
Moelis is out to bolster RHG’s portfolio and has also pursued
wholesale acquisitions.

The bar offers an array of classic and craft beers and ‘lively’
wine list, all selections available by the glass, complementing
an impressive range of spirits and liqueurs, and bespoke
cocktails devised by former The Rook bartenders Rollo
Anderson and Liam Doherty-Penzer.
Exhibiting other evolutions from Keystone’s CBD bar The Rook,
such as its unique menu proposition and small-bar feel, Prior
says he saw a place for an idea he’d had in mind for a while.
“When this popped up we went and had a look around, and
there was definitely some scope we thought to tap into that
area,” Prior told PubTIC.
“It’s an area that’s definitely coming along and a lot has
changed over the last few years, and we think it will continue
to move in a positive direction.”

John Cowley’s Andergrove Tavern in Mackay was also
purchased by RHG, off-market for $13.15 million. Set on a big
2.45-Ha site, it offers multiple bars, gaming with 45 EGMs,
restaurant, a drive-through bottleshop and two satellite
bottleshops. It joins the nearby Shamrock Hotel in the
portfolio, bringing further economies of scale for the Group.
Simultaneously, the Nasser family was approached to sell
the Top50 Crescent Hotel, opposite Fairfield train station in
western Sydney, which it has owned since 1993 and operated
since 2005.
The freehold going concern offers a large public bar, TAB,
restaurant, bottleshop and gaming with 30 machines, and
transacted for $40 million to RHG, the strongest gaming group
in the country.
Nasser confirmed the family is not out of the game, and
currently “looking for opportunities”.
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